I want a computer to help
me review my contracts
Whether you want to check a single contract before
signing it or are a law firm that needs help with preparing
a due diligence report for an entire data room, we offer
pay-as-you-go and flat-fee options that allow you to
harness the power of natural language parsing and
machine learning to streamline your work.

Why it matters
Background. Manual contract review can prove both time-consuming and costly for businesses. Firms that automate
their contract review processes are able to process multiple contracts in the time it would take a firm with a manual
process to process a single contract. This saves them time and money and frees up internal resources for other tasks,
giving them a competitive advantage over other firms. To remain competitive, firms with manual processes would be
wise to adopt automated contract review processes with the help of our solution.

How we can help
•	Our inhouse team combines legal professionals with years of “big law” experience and machine learning experts.
•	Our proprietary data extraction technology, which uses both natural language parsing (NLP) and cutting-edge
machine learning strategies, achieves accuracy rates as high as 97% on common legal text classification tasks.
Contact us if you would like more information on these metrics.
•	Use our issues spotting tool to sanity check a contract before signing it.
•	Or upload hundreds of agreements and receive a due diligence report in Microsoft Word format, which you can
edit further. We would be happy to set up a template with your branding as part of the setup process to minimize
the number of edits you need to make before sending out the document.
•	The documents can be in Microsoft Word or PDF format and can even be scans – lave it to our OCR tool to handle
the conversion.
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•	If you disagree with the software’s findings, you can edit the data points online and regenerate the summary or
report before finalizing it.
•	Call us if you want to license our machine learning models for your own purposes.
•	As with all other parts of Scissero, by licensing our contract review solution, you can always upgrade to a full
enterprise contract lifecycle management solution later.

Products

•	Scissero for contract authoring
•	Scissero for NDAs

Unparalleled domain
knowledge

•	Scissero for actionable business
insights
•	Scissero contract lifecycle
management solution
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